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Abstract Low power consumption and high data rate are
the most important requirements for the communication
system. Especially, very low power consumption modula-
tion method is required for the short range communication
systems such as the medical implantable communication
devices or capsule endoscope, and so on. For the higher
data rate, we like to combine the OFDM system into the
QAPM since the OFDM system has higher bandwidth
efficiency than a single-carrier system. In this paper, we
like to propose a QAPM (Quadrature amplitude position
modulation) method combined with the orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) system. Next,
we analyze the performance of three low-power-
consumption modulation schemes: the phase shift position
modulation (PSPM), phase silence shift keying (PSSK),
and QAPM using orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing (OFDM) system in the multi-path channel. These
schemes have lower bandwidth efficiency and the higher
power efficiency than the existing phase-shift keying (PSK)
and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) schemes. It
can be shown that they can achieve greater power
efficiency because every modulation symbol has a zero-
envelope period as in pulse-position modulation (PPM)
techniques. Finally, we compare the performances of the
PSPM, PSSK, and QAPM modulation combined with the
OFDM system with regard to bit error rate performance and
throughput.
Keywords PSPM . PSSK . QAPM . power efficiency .
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1 Introduction
With recent growth in the use of portable communication
devices and networked sensor systems, communication
systems that consume little power have become more
important. From among these, WPAN and WBAN are
actively studies. The WPAN systems are composed of short
range high data rate communication system such as UWB
and a sensor network system such as Bluetooth and Zigbee.
A UWB system is required low transmitted power for in
order to reduce interference with other wireless devices.
Also, the sensor network systems are required low power
consumption for the running time. The WBAN systems are
composed of in-body and on-body systems. And the in-
body applications which interconnect the implanted appa-
ratus in the human body and the apparatus sticking on the
human body support a wide range of medical applications
[1]. Therefore WBAN devices require a high degree of
miniaturization and long operation time periods before
maintenance. Because the system with small sized battery
inside the body and the battery is not easy to change.
Studies of low-power-consumption communication sys-
tems are based on the frequency-shift keying (FSK), pulse-
position modulation (PPM), and pulse-width modulation
(PWM) schemes [2, 3]. These schemes are more power
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efficient than phase-shift keying (PSK) and Quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM), but their bandwidth effi-
ciency is very poor. For this reason, they require a high
bandwidth.
The phase silence shift keying (PSSK) modulation
scheme was proposed to address these problems with
existing modulation schemes [4]. It has better bandwidth
efficiency than FSK and better power efficiency than PSK.
These characteristics are suitable for capsule-endoscopes,
which require a communication system with low power
consumption and a high data rate [5]. The PSSK modula-
tion scheme determines the symbol location by using the
first bit data in a symbol period. Therefore, this modulation
scheme transmits both symbols and zeros, like PPM.
The PSPM modulation scheme is an extension of the
PSSK technique. The bandwidth efficiency of PSPM is half
that of PSSK, but its bit error rate (BER) performance is
more than 5 dB better than that of PSSK. Also, PSPM is
more power efficient than PSK and PSSK because the
modulation level is lower. This modulation scheme trans-
mits four PSK symbols of an orthogonal waveform. This
modulation uses two bits to determine the absence marking
the position of the symbol’s silence envelope. This
characteristic is suitable for applications requiring low
power consumption.
The QAPM modulation scheme is an extension of the
QAM technique, unlike PSSK and PSPM [6, 7]. This
method requires twice the bandwidth of QAM but the same
bandwidth as PSSK. However, its BER performance is 2~
4 dB better than that of QAM. Also, the power efficiency of
the transmitter is improved by 3 dB.
In this paper, we propose a new QAPM method
combined with OFDM and analyze to compare the
performance of low-power-consumption modulation
schemes such as PSPM and PSSK using OFDM transmis-
sion in the multi-path channel. And this paper is organized
as follow. Section 2 describes the conventional method.
And Section 3 describes the proposed QAPM method
combined with the orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing. Section 4 presents the multi-path channel model.
Finally, the simulation results are given in Section 5.
2 PSPM and PSPM modulation
2.1 PSPM modulation scheme
Figure 1 is 16PSPM constellation. The existing PSSK
method transmit 16PSSK modulation by using two orthog-
onal 8PSSK symbol, but 16PSPM modulation by using
four orthogonal QPSK symbol. This method is two bit
determines the silence-envelope position of the symbol, and
(log2M)-2 bits determine the phase of the symbol. There-
fore this method combine two bit PPM and (log2M)-2 bit
PSK.
Figure 2 shows symbol duration of PSPM. The symbol
period of PSPM is decrease than existing PSSK, but
bandwidth is increase than existing PSSK.
Fig. 1 PSPM constellation
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Fig. 2 PSPM symbol duration
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Am;na t  nT=4ð Þ exp jqm½  0  t  Tð Þ; ð1Þ
Am;n ¼




anðtÞ ¼ u t  0:25 n 1ð ÞT½   u t  0:25nT½ ; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4
ð3Þ
Here, αn(t) is a unit step function that determines the
position of a symbol. If the αn(t) is zero, transmitted signal
Dm(t) is zero. But, if the αn(t) is one, transmitted signal
Dm(t) is ejqm . Therefore, the transmitted signal sm(t) can be





Am;n a t  nT=4ð Þejqm ð4Þ
2.2 PSSK modulation scheme
PSSK modulation scheme is transmitting two PSK symbol
of orthogonal waveform. As shown Fig. 3, the 16PSSK
constellation. The 16PSK is transmitting 4-ary data of one
phase symbol, but 16PSSK transmitting 4-ary data of two
8PSK orthogonal symbols. Thus PSSK is one bit determines
the silence-envelope position of the symbol, and (log2M)-1
bits determine the phase of the symbol. As shown Fig. 4, the
PSK and PSSK symbol duration. In Fig. 4(a), PSK symbol
duration is T which is symbol period, But PSSK symbol
duration is T/2 as Fig. 4(b). The symbol position of PSSK
determines using by the first bit data. This method is double
portion of bandwidth more than that of PSK, but between the
0 01
T





Fig. 4 16PSSK symbol duration
Fig. 3 16PSSK constellation
Fig. 5 OFDM based QAPM
system model
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symbols secure to hamming distance because M-ary PSSK is
transmitting M/2-ary PSK.
The M-ary PSSK signal is represented as follows.
smðtÞ ¼ Re Am aðtÞ þ BmbðtÞð Þ exp jqm½ f g 0  t  Tð Þ
ð5Þ
Here, θm=2πmod(m,0.5M)/0.5M; MOD (a, b) is the
modulus after a is divided by b, and T is the symbol period.
Therefore, the phase θ varies as 4π/M.
Am ¼










aðtÞ ¼ uðtÞ  u t  0:5Tð Þ; bðtÞ ¼ a t  0:5Tð Þ ð7Þ
Am and Bm are the position of the symbol in the symbol
period, and α(t) and β(t) are unit step functions that
determine the carrier frequency of the symbol.
smðtÞ ¼ Am cos qm þ Am sin qmð Þ aðtÞ þ Bm cos qm þ sin qmð Þ bðtÞ
ð8Þ
Therefore, the transmitted signal sm(t) can be written
using Eq. 8, which retains the orthogonality of the symbol
by Am and Bm.
3 Proposed system model
3.1 OFDM system model
The Fig. 5 is block diagram of proposed system model.
QAPM-OFDM transmission system is using basic OFDM
system. This system is transmitting through IFFT after
QAPM subcarrier mapping.
Subcarrier mapping was shown in Fig. 6. A QAPM
symbol consists of QAM symbol and zero symbols.
Therefore subcarrier was arranged as shown Fig. 6.
3.2 QAPM modulation scheme
QAPM modulation scheme is transmitting two QAM
symbol of orthogonal waveform. As shown in Fig. 7,
16QAPM constellation. 16QAM is transmitting 4-ary data
of one symbol, but 16QAPM transmitting 4-ary data of two
8QAM orthogonal symbols.
In Fig. 8(a), QAM symbol duration is T which is symbol
period, but QAPM symbol duration is T/2 as Fig. 8(b). The
symbol position of QAPM determines using the first bit
data. This method is double portion of bandwidth more
than QAM.
The M-ary QAPM modulation is represented as follows.
DmðtÞ ¼ AI þ AJð ÞAmaðtÞ þ AI þ AJð ÞBmbðtÞf g 0  t < Tð Þ
ð10Þ
Am ¼























Fig. 8 16QAPM symbol duration
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Here, AI is the in-phase amplitude, and AJ is the
quadrature amplitude. Am and Bm are the position data of
the symbol in symbol period.
As shown in Fig. 9(a), QAPM modulation scheme will
be process in 3-step. At first, the input data is mapped into
QAPM data as Fig. 6. Next, this QAPM mapping data is
modulated the QAM data. Finally, a modulation data is
modulated the PPM using Am and Bm as Fig. 3.
The Fig. 9(b) shows the QAPM demodulation scheme.
The QAPM demodulation scheme will be progress 3-step
as same modulation scheme.
R1ðtÞ ¼ DmðtÞ þ nðtÞð Þ  aðtÞ ¼ Am AI þ AJð Þ þ nðtÞaðtÞ
R2ðtÞ ¼ DmðtÞ þ nðtÞð Þ  bðtÞ ¼ Bm AI þ AJð Þ þ nðtÞbðtÞ
ð13Þ
At first, we can detect the symbol position in period. The




¼ R1 ) Am ¼ 0;Pm ¼ r1 þ j  r2
R2 ) Am ¼ 1;Pm ¼ r3 þ j  r4
(
ð14Þ
If is R1>R2, than Am is 0. And if is R1<R2, than Am is 1.
Therefore QAPM signal be able to demodulation by sum
Am and QAM demodulation data. M-ary QAPM is one bit
determines the silence-envelope position of the symbol, and
(log2M) bits QAM symbol.
4 Simulation results
Figure 10 shows the multi-path channel model used in the
simulation [8]. Figure 10(a) shows the Pedestrian A channel
model, which shows moderate fading and a short delay
time. Figure 10(b) shows the Vehicular A model, which has
a long delay time and severe fading. We used this channel
model in the simulations. We also used a channel-
equalizing method such zero forcing. Table 1 shows the
delay profiles of these models.
Table 2 describes the OFDM simulation environment.
We conducted the simulations according to the IEEE
802.11a standard. Also, we transmitted 250,000 OFDM
symbols for calculating the throughput.
Figure 11 shows the simulated low-power-consumption
























Fig. 9 QAPM modulation and demodulation


























































(b) Vehicular A model.(a) Pedestrian A model.
Fig. 10 Frequency response of multi-path channel model
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at a BER of 10−6, the BER performance a 16-ary PSPM is
more than 5.6 dB better than that of a 16-ary PSSK, and the
BER performance of a 16-ary PSSK is more than 6 dB
better than that of PSK. The BER performance of a 16-ary
QAPM is better than that of a 16-ary PSSK. These results
are consistent with the simulation results for a single-carrier
system. Likewise, Fig. 11(b) shows that 32-ary simulation
results are the same as those of a single-carrier system.
These results show that PSPM modulation has the best
BER performance.
Table 3 described the power efficiency and bandwidth
efficiency of modulations in base-band. As shown in
Table 3, the bandwidth efficiency of PSPM is half than
PSSK and QAPM because PSPM requires double portion
of bandwidth more than that of PSSK. Also, the bandwidth
efficiency of PSSK and QAPM is half than PSK and QAM.
But, BER performance of PSPM is better than other
modulation scheme. The duty gain is means symbol period
to pulse-on duration. Therefore duty gain of PSPM is 6 dB,
duty gain of PSSK and QAPM are 3 dB.
Figure 12 shows the simulated BER performance of the
low-power-consumption modulation schemes in the multi-
path channel. The results for the Pedestrian A channel
model are the same as those for the AWGN channel.
Figure 12(a) shows the results of 16-ary modulation in a
multi-path channel. The results of the Pedestrian A model
are 5~6 dB better than those of the Vehicular A model
because the channel model delay time is longer than the CP.
The BER performance shows the same characteristics.
Figure 12(b) shows the results of 32-ary modulation in
the multi-path channel. A 32-ary PSPM has the best BER
performance.
Figure 13 shows the results of a throughput simulation
of each modulation scheme in the multi-path channel.
Figure 13(a) shows the results of 16-ary modulation; the
throughput of a 16-ary PSPM requires half the bandwidth
of a 16-ary PSSK or a 16-ary QAPM. Figure 13(b) shows
Table 1 Delay profile of multi-path channel









1 0 0 0 0
2 110 −9.7 310 −1.0
3 190 −19.2 710 −9.0
4 410 −22.8 1090 −10.0
5 1730 −15.0
6 2510 −20.0





Carrier separation 0.3125 MHz(=20 MHz/64)
Symbol duration 4 ms (=Data :3.2 ms, CP : 0.8 ms)
CP 16
Modulation PSPM, PSSK, QAPM, PSK, QAM
(16-ary, 32-ary)
Transmit time 1 sec (250,000 symbol)
Channel Pedestrian A
Vehicular A




























(a) BER performance of 16-ary modulation.










(b) BER performance of 32-ary modulation.
Fig. 11 BER performance in AWGN channel
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the results of 32-ary modulation. The throughput of a 32-
ary PSPM is half that of a 32-ary PSSK with a high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). However, the throughput of a 32-ary
PSPM in the Vehicular A channel model is better than that
of a 32-ary PSSK at an SNR of 0~1 dB because PSPM
modulation is less affected by the channel.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a QAPM method combined with
OFDM and analyze the performance of low-power-
Modulation level PSPM PSSK QAPM PSK QAM
16 32 16 32 16 32 16 32 16 32
Bit rate (Mbps) 10 12.5 20 25 20 25 40 50 40 50
Symbol Period (ns) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
Pulse-on duration (ns) 12.5 12.5 25 25 25 25 50 50 50 50
Duty gain (dB) 6 6 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0
Eb/N0 (10^-6) 7.2 11.3 12.5 18.3 12 13.5 18.3 23 14.3 16.3
Table 3 Power efficiency and
bandwidth efficiency (Band-
width=20 MHz)



























(a) BER performance of 16-ary modulation.













(b) BER performance of 32-ary modulation.
Fig. 12 BER performance in multi-path channel



























(a) Throughput performance of 16-ary modulation.





















(b) Throughput performance of 32-ary modulation.
Fig. 13 Throughput performance in multi-path channel
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consumption modulation schemes such as PSPM and PSSK
using OFDM transmission in a multi-path channel. In an
AWGN channel, the results of low-power-consumption
modulation show the same characteristics as a single-carrier
system. Likewise, the simulation results of the Pedestrian A
model show similar performance to that of an AWGN cannel.
However, the BER performance and throughput performance
deteriorate in the Vehicular A channel model because the
delay time for this model is longer than the CP. The
throughput of PSPM modulation is half that of PSSK and
QAPM, but PSPMmodulation is less affected by the channel.
And we can see that throughput of QAPM modulation is
better than PSSK. Therefore we can design the low power
consumption transmission system using PSPM and QAPM to
meet the system requirements. And we can know that a
QAPM scheme could be identified as a more good a
modulation scheme than the PSSK scheme.
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